
8. Appendix 

The following appendix contains 100 examples of progressive forms of the verb have. 

They are ordered according to how they were used in the practical part of the thesis and the 

rest remains in the order in which they were in the source corpus. The same sentence 

containing two examples was counted as two individual uses. If the addition of context was 

helpful for the semantic analysis, the context was added in parenthesis. A switch to another 

speaker was marked by “</u><u>” as in the source corpus.  

 

Number Example 

(1.) we're having  some tea 

(2.) they happened to rent it out at Christmas time when they were having a drinks               

party 

(3.) so I've been having  a look oh but I found a dead cute one 

(4.) well she's having  her birthday tomorrow 

(5.) I think I'd always be having  at least a glass or two 

(6.) you know cos and also if they're having  a massage and 

(7.) and obviously people are also having  to book time off work 

(8.) they were all having a little chat about languages and er South Park and              

socialism 

(9.) I was having  problems sleeping 

(10.) not when you're having  sex 

(11.) oh that's interesting that they sort of have a litter and say I'm not having any of                 

that 

(12.) he said what are you having  that tetanus jab for?  



(13.) I'll put the kettle on shall we have pasta? </u><u> we're just having pasta yeah               

because I've can't yeah 

(14.) and then the government are having to pay back you know I mean something like               

thirty percent of student loans 

(15.) and you find that all those little anxieties that you were having before you're not               
getting 

(16.) I find it hard to believe if you're having like a proper healthy diet then it would                 

be better 

(17.)  it also just grows so much in a season that  I'm constantly having  to cut it back 

(18.) the eggs </u><u> I mean I struggled at the Christmas I thought I was gonna ea                

use them easily and we're still er having  them 

(19.) could've been that cos you're not actually having  bowel problems 

(20.)  to cope with the fact that they're having  their lady bits taken away 

(21.)  I mean they were having  carers in a couple of times a day 

(22.) so then actually they're having  it's like you know a couple of glasses every night 

(23.) the pain that I've got all the time that I'm having the hysterectomy for is actually                

my bowels 

(24.) so she probably doesn't like the fact that someone is like having  a good time 

(25.) (I couldn't tell you how many years ago it was that I bought jeans cos I went into                  
Primark er and I just get these jeggings ...) and that's all I've been really having 

(26.) they've er redoing the the er runway at so they're all having  to work at 

(27.) and she was having  to do more and more for him erm so she said 

(28.) if (...) they wrote anything like that about me on their Facebook page I would be                

having  serious problems 

(29.) I used to hate going to when your dad was having  his treatment 



(30.) (cos you don't know how much they're having at home (...) a square of toast or                

something...) they could just be having  rubbish 

(31.) they're having  a ceremony there 

(33.) no she's having  a hysterectom 

(34.) I don't know cos like it depends on why we're having  the war 

(35.) you know I'm having  the party</u><u> yes </u><u> November the twenty-sixth 

(36.) mm sound like you're having  a good time  

(37.) (I live with my mum at the moment...) and obviously I'm having home-cooked             

dinner 

(38.) cos when I was off last week I know I was off having n was it last week (...a                   

drink) 

(39.) well you can't think if you're having nice wine coming off small estates you're              
not thinking any more about what a manufa 

(40.) (well you can't think if you're having nice wine coming off small estates you're              
not thinking any more about what a manufa) like if you're having Jacob Creek or               
bullshit 

(41.) if you're if you're having  not much anyway 

(42.) if you're like having  rubbish anyway 

(43.) (that bloody spider you still haven't got rid of it my love...</u><u>) that one he's               
having the life of Riley (you keep putting a cup over him and then dropping him                
before he gets out of the window) 

(44.) interestingly the the we we're having the last two summers certainly worse            
summer 

(45.) even if you put a pound or so on because of the way you're having to eat at the                   
moment 

(46.) I was off for a week and we were j having  a drink every night 

(47.) she's off on her birthday but she's having  some physiotherapy 

(48.) wait so he was having this like</u><u> yeah </u><u> you're having this deep             
conversation with him 



(49.) I was like oh I had no idea who he was was having  like some like nerd gasm 

(50.) Your brother's having  a baby 

(51.) (and he's how old? he's only like </u> <u>) he's having  twenty-nine this year 

(52.) he was like we were talking about her birthday in May apparently she's having              
like a Great Gatsby themed like garden party type thing 

(53.) I thought maybe they were just having  their wine 

(54.) we were having  a great time 

(55.) sounds like god's having  a bit of a practical joke on you 

(56.) I bet he's having  second thoughts 

(57.) she was having  some sort of like African day or something 

(58.) we're having  a physics meet up alright? 

(59.) but in my other subjects we're having  an extra lesson 

(60.) oh the one that bird was just having  a little (</u><u> oh that's just mixed seed) 

(61.) well he's he was having that many accidents last week that I just sent him               
without uniform anyway 

(62.) it was happening quite a lot and now he's having  maybe one 

(63.) but it's fine if the he's having  accidents 

(64.) and didn't want to go to her party because they were having so much fun with                
outside 

(65.) and this little girl honestly while we were having a meal she sat down for about                
ten minutes 

(66.) I'm not having  it 

(67.) I'm not having it no I'm not having  it no no no 

(68.) she's having  some trouble with some of the girls in your class 

(69.) (anything that's a bit of an awkward shape quite often would go into those green               
bags because they're quite wide </u><u> yes </u><u>) whereas it won't into the             
bin so you're having  to spend more time cutting things down to fit 

(70.) I'm having  to go to the tip as well 

(71.) it looks like it's having  a whale of a time 

(72.) I'm just having  a little gander 



(73.) if you think you're having your biggest meal and then go to sleep it just sits there                 
doesn't it? 

(74.) (you're not giving your children th their breakfast...) they're having these           
afternoon things (...a lot of the school the one I worked in London they used to                
try to get as many children as possible in for breakfast club) 

(75.) ah yeah well I'm having  this dilemma about cos if you say 

(76.) they're thinking I've had death by PowerPoint now I'm having death by            
Smartboard 

(77.) Cos I know my brother in law says they're having a real problem with they're               
actually now shutting office out there 

(78.) and so I was having  to chase her up trying to get hold of it 

(79.) that's nice then while I'm having  me tea 

(80.) well well well well perhaps he's </u><u> like that </u><u> having an influence             
on her 

(81.) it had its feet in the eye holes of the carp and was erm having sex with the carp's                   
mouth 

(82.) be there when she was having  a class 

(83.) and they were all having </u> <u> </u><u> like a three-way conversation with             
all in different languages 

(84.) would somebody that you know be up for taking you out to practice while you're               
having  lessons? 

(85.) ah so he's having  a one to one with staff 

(86.) which is why he's having  to live with 

(87.) er when we were having  lunch once 

(88.) we're not that much into our drought although we are having  that hosepipe ban 

(89.) (has has it got erm lots of things running on the background? </u><u> well no               
there's nothing going I don't know what's going on) it's just having a moment 

(90.) (er some sixes are too big...) I'm having  to put two lots of inner soles in them 

(91.) uhu were you having  a go at trying to open this one? 

(92.) she is having  a little lie down 

(93.) but they're arguing about you know they're having  a real existential debate 

(94.) I'm not having  a house that that does that again 



(95.) they're having  a chilli festival 

(96.) (that is a lot of meat...) I'm definitely having  more after 

(97.) are they having  their tea in here? 

(98.) my mum's having to get someone to come and look at the bloody washing              
machine 

(99.) what are you having  for dinner? 

(100.) I think that's the wrong thing to say anyway when you're having sex with              
somebody 

 
 


